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                    Welcome to LogIT, the smart ELD
                        solution and logistics platform.
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                About

                LogitELD is a feature-packed electronic logbook app

                Our ELD app is packed with essential features every truck driver needs to make
                    their life easier on the road, for the lowest price on
                    the market. Our ELD cost is highly competitive, and the paid version offers the best value for
                    budget-minded customers.

            

        

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                            LogIT speaks your language

                            Our ELD solution is designed from the ground up as a truly global logistics platform for
                                truck drivers. That’s why it is currently available in English, Ukrainian, Russian,
                                Spanish, and French. More languages to come in the near future!

                        

                        
                            
                            Officer Inspection mode

                            In case the truck driver needs to hand in their smartphone to DOT officers, this feature
                                of the LogIT ELD app will prevent unauthorized access to sensitive information while
                                the smartphone is handled. 

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            Canada truck drivers

                            We are now fully compliant with CCMTA rules and regulations and can offer our full range
                                of features nationwide across Canada.

                        

                        
                            
                            LogIT is a fully certified ELD provider

                            LogIT is an FMCSA Approved ELD provider; that means full compliance for truck drivers at
                                an unbeatable price.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            Violation alerts

                            In case a violation is committed, interactive alerts will be generated by the app both
                                for the truck driver and for the fleet manager. Every significant violation is tracked
                                and reported, such as exceeding the HOS (Hours of Service), Hard breaking, hard
                                acceleration, and more.
                            

                        

                        
                            
                            Fleet Management System

                            Our ELD app is also packed with a fully integrated fleet management system for fleet
                                managers, allowing safety administrators to monitor their truck drivers at all times
                                on essential indicators such as driving violations and other safety-related issues on
                                the road.

                        

                    

                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                Features

                LogitELD is designed for truck drivers and fleet managers: Full integration at an unbeatable price.

                More control for Safety Directors and fleet managers, higher productivity for truck drivers, all within one app.

            

            
                
                    
                    Manager dashboard

                    Have a bird’s-eye view of the current state of your fleet in one central
                        place within the app – The Manager Dashboard allows Safety Administrators to track real-time
                        data and status of truck drivers, along with the current situation of the fleet’s trucks:
                        Safety violations, manage which driver is active/not active, and a lot more.

                    
                        
                            Sign up
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            Dashboard

                        

                        
                            
                            Maps

                        

                        
                            
                            Payments

                        

                        
                            
                            And more...

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                    Driver app

                    A virtual garage for truck drivers – The Driver App allows drivers to see a
                        virtual representation of the fleet’s trucks: Model, VIN number, which trucks are currently
                        available, and more. Once the driver selects a truck, they are ready to start their journey. 
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                Solution

                LogitELD solution is packed with smart features
                    to make your life easier on the road. 

                Our ELD device plugs easily into the OBD port and is synchronized with the
                    vehicle’s engine. The ELD app is the control center, offering smart features which will make every
                    truck driver’s life easier on the road and allow drivers to have full control over their logs and
                    trip data, via Smartphone/iPad or another supported tablet.

            

            

        

    


    
        
            
                Pricing

                LogitELD is an advanced solution with a competitive ELD cost

                Our monthly service includes the ELD device and has an unbeatable price of only $19.99 per month.

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            Price includes

                        

                        
                            $19.99
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            	Electronic Logbook
	Electronic DVIR


                        

                        
                            	Officer Inspection Mode
	ELD


                        

                        
                            	Violation Alerts
	Location maps


                        

                    

                    Start Now
                

            

            *The billing cycle is biannual, meaning you will be charged for 6 months
                of service at each payment cycle.

        

    


    
        
            
                Support

                Frequently asked questions

                Do you still have questions? Check commonly asked questions below, and if your
                    questions is not answered here, please contact our support team on
                    support@logiteld.com

            


            
                	
                        
                            Sales

                            Frequently asked questions relating to sales and initial setup of our ELD solutions.

                            
                        

                        	
                                1Why do I have to get an ELD electronic logging device?

                                On December 18, 2017, the new rule of The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) regarding the mandatory use of an electronic logging device (ELD) is coming into force. In order to meet the requirements of the ELD rule drivers have to use ELD to record the hours of service (HOS) automatically. You can find detailed information on the final rule on the FMCSA Website.

                            
	
                                2Do I have to install the ELD before trying the application?

                                No, you can download the FREE LogitELD app and use all the features available except the ELD.You can easily create an account and add your fleet members. They will manually fill in their hours of service, leave comments and receive notifications. This way you will be able to see how they adapt to the app, record the logs and comply with DVIRs.

                                    Once your fleet adapts to the Free LogitELD app, and the many features it offers, you can then chose to upgrade to ELD at your own time.
                                

                            
	
                                3What if several drivers drive one truck? Do I get a device for a vehicle or a driver?

                                The responsibility to fill in the hours of service falls upon the driver. The installed ELD will work on any truck and record all necessary data needed to comply with the ELD rule.
                                

                            
	
                                4Is our ELD compatible with all types of vehicles? 

                                Yes, it can be connected to any vehicle that has a diagnostic port with a 6-pin and 16-pin or 9-pin connector.
                                

                            
	
                                5Will LogitELD app help me handle DVIRs?

                                Yes, the application can save DVIRs data entered by the driver and a fleet admin will be able to see them on the homepage.

                            
	
                                6Will the app keep track of IFTA?

                                Yes, with LogitELD application you will be able to track how many miles a driver drove in each state and also receive their fuel receipt data.

                            
	
                                7Will the ELD device be able to pick up any fault codes?

                                Yes, the device will be able to catch on any error codes shown by the truck and notify you about what caused it.

                            
	
                                8Do I buy the ELD or lease it?

                                With LogitELD you do not need to purchase the ELD devices. We offer a  leased device that is included into the low monthly service fee of $19.99 a month/ per unit.

                            
	
                                9Does the ELD come with a warranty?

                                Yes, the LogitELD device comes with a 1-year warranty. In case it breaks or stops working you can send it back to us, and we will get you a new ELD within a 7-day window that FMCSA provides us to fix problems.

                            
	
                                10Does our ELD device comply with Canadian Regulations?

                                Yes, LogitELD is now fully compliant with CCMTA rules and regulations and we now offer our full range of services nationwide across Canada.

                            
	
                                11Is device compatible with ODB-II port? 

                                Yes, LogitELD ELD works perfectly with ODB-II ports and will suit the needs of drivers that haul hot shots. 

                            


                    
	
                        
                            General

                            Frequently asked questions relating to general issues and troubleshooting for the LogitELD app and for our ELD device.

                            
                        

                        	
                                1Do I have to input my CDL data?

                                As stated in the FMCSA mandate CDL Requirements, all producers of electronic logging devices have to ask for driver's CDL data to identify user and stop them from having several accounts.  .

                            
	
                                2How does the device decide what duty status to show?

                                The device records when the truck sets in motion and when it stops. The device will use only the status "Driving", all other status changes have to be made manually by the driver. 

                            
	
                                3What if I have made a mistake in my log? Can I edit it?

                                Yes, you can edit your logs as much as you need. 

                            
	
                                4Does LogitELD support driving teams?

                                Yes, with LogitELD app one or more drivers can access the app while one driver is behind the wheel. When in motion, the driver's account locks for safety purposes. In case the driving time was logged to someone else, the team members can reassign the drive time to another user. 

                            
	
                                5Does the device save records about my speed?

                                No, the ELD does not record the speed of the vehicle. Speed information is used only to change the status to "Driving". The device does not record any additional data about speed.

                            
	
                                6Can I unplug the device in case I have to use a diagnostic port for maintenance?

                                Yes, you can unplug the device without being afraid of losing your data. It will not affect the ELD or information saved on it. 

                                    Just plug the device back once the maintenance is over.

                            
	
                                7How do I download the latest version of the LogitELD app?

                                As a rule, your smartphone is pre-set to update all installed applications automatically, so you will always have access to the latest version. In case you have switched to manual updating, follow the instruction below to get the newest version.

                                    - For Apple devices: 

                                    Go to "App Store" and choose "Updates". Tap on the "Update" button near the LogitELD app and wait for it to update. 

                                    - For Android devices: 

                                    Go to "Google Play Market" and tap on the LogitELD app to update it. 

                            
	
                                8What is the oldest log that I can edit?

                                The application allows viewing and editing logs made on the day plus the last 14 seven days. However, the cloud saves 6 months of your activity logs as required by the FMCSA. 

                            
	
                                9In case I am not the admin of the group, and there is a mistake in my log, can I edit it?

                                Sure, you can suggest an edit for your log, and then your suggestions will be reviewed and taken care of. 

                            
	
                                10Why instead of showing my exact location, the app shows "N Miles to X City"?

                                The FMCSA mandate does not require the physical location of the drives and instructs ELD producers to show this information in a way that would not harm driver's privacy.

                            
	
                                11Can I get an account without an email?

                                No. We need to have an email to extract the information on logs and other documents, change or reset password and be notified about changes in the app.

                            
	
                                12What if I am pulled over for a roadside inspection?

                                Tap on the menu button on the app and choose "Inspection mode". All of the data needed for the inspector will be displayed on the screen.

                            


                    
	
                        
                            Roadside Inspection

                            Frequently asked questions relating to roadside inspection and sensitive data protection during inspections.

                            
                        

                        	
                                1What if the inspector asks to copy my logs?

                                Currently you can email the logs to the inspector.It is not possible to send the encrypted data, as the FMCSA continues to work on arranging emails and data delivery services.

                            
	
                                2How can I prevent DOT from seeing my text, phone records, and other personal information?

                                You can lock the screen in the app area so the DOT will not be able to see any private information. Once the inspection is finished just unlock the screen by entering the pass you pre-set in advance.

                            


                    
	
                        
                            Technical

                            Frequently asked questions about technical implementation and installation of our ELD device.

                            
                        

                        	
                                1Which connector do I need to install the ELD?

                                ELD is a versatile device that can be plugged into the diagnostic port of most trucks.

                            
	
                                2Does the ELD have a memory card?

                                Yes, the LogitELD device has a 32mb internal flash to record unassigned driving time.
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                    Driver trouble shooting info
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            LogitELD speaks your language

            Our ELD solution is designed from the ground up as a truly global logistics platform for truck
                drivers. That’s why it is currently available in English, Ukrainian, Russian, Spanish, and
                French. More languages to come in the near future!

            EnglishUkrainianRussianSpanishFrench

        

    


    
        
            
                User agreement and contract

                Here you can download your user agreement for the lease of the ELD device, and our LogitELD application subscription agreement.

            

            
                
                    ELD Subscription Service Agreement
                

                
                    Equipment lease
                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    Download our mobile ELD app for free. Ready to start?

                    Try it with no strings attached and free of charge to find out why LogIT is the leading ELD solution
                        worldwide! Download our ELD app for Android or iOS today.
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                Login to your LogitELD Account

                Dont have an account? Create one now.
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                Forgot Password?

                Enter your account email
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                Create your Fleet request

            

            	1 STEP: Create Account
	2 STEP: Company Details
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Driver
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Warning:  Use of undefined constant DEV_ENV - assumed 'DEV_ENV' (this will throw an Error in a future version of PHP) in /var/www/logiteld.com/frontend/themes/main/footer.php on line 129
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                                STATE/PROVINCE
                                STATE/PROVINCE
Alabama
Alaska
Alberta
Arizona
Arkansas
British Columbia
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Manitoba
Maryland
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                                Time Zone
                                AKST Alaska Standard Time
Arizona
Atlantic time (US & Canada)
Central Time (US & Canada)
Eastern Time (US & Canada)
Indiana (East)
Mountain Time (US & Canada)
Pacific time (US & Canada)
Saskatchewan (CST)
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                Create your Fleet request

            

            	STEP: Select Role
	STEP: Create Account
	STEP: Company Details
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                Create your Account

                Already have an account? Login Now.
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                Finish your Registration

                Already have an account? Login Now.
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                Thank you for your request

            

            
                Thank you for your request,
 our manager will contact with you shortly.
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                Only fleet administrators can order ELD devices, please contact with your fleet administrator to make order, or leave current and create your own fleet, if you want to make separate order.

            

            
               

            

        

    





    
        
            
                Simplify your road with LogitELD

                Sign up now and find out why we are the leading worldwide FMCSA approved
                    and CCMTA certified ELD solution for truck drivers.
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                        Want to say hi?
                        Mail us at: support@logiteld.com or call: (888) 904-3999
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